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Changes:

Operational programme (EMFF)

• OP EMFF (12658) – The text size for section 4.5 is now 4500 characters instead of 3500.

Defects fixed:

Operational programme (IGJ, ETC, EMFF, FEAD)

• OP IGJ ETC EMFF FEAD (12674) - Some validation rules have been modified so that comparison of structural elements should be done against previous adopted major versions and not withdrawn major versions. Therefore the following rules should be modified:
  • For IGJ, ETC: 2.16 - validate for subsequent major versions that compared to the previous adopted major version
    ▪ the First Year is not increased (error)
    ▪ the Last Year is not decreased (error)
    ▪ no Priority Axes are removed or their Fund(s), Categories of Region, Investment Priorities, Specific Objectives are removed (error).
    ▪ the EU Support (MAIN only) in closed previous years have not been modified (error), except in years <= N-4 (warning)
  • For EMFF: 2.17 - validate for subsequent versions that compared to the previous adopted major version
    ▪ the First Year is not increased (error)
    ▪ the Last Year is not decreased (error)
    ▪ no Union Priorities and no Specific Objectives are removed (error)
    ▪ the EU Support in closed previous years have not been modified (error), except in years <= N-4 (warning)
  • For FEAD: 2.10 - validate for subsequent versions that compared to the previous adopted major version
    ▪ the First Year is not increased (error)
    ▪ the Last Year is not decreased (error)
    ▪ no Material Deprivation Types are removed (OP I)(error)
    ▪ the Fund Support in closed previous years have not been modified (warning)
  • For IPACBC: 2.16 - validate for subsequent versions that compared to the previous adopted major version
- the First Year is not increased (error)
- the Last Year is not decreased (error)
- no Priority Axes are removed or their Thematic Priorities, Specific Objectives are removed (implicit in web) (error).
- the EU Support in closed previous years have not been modified (error), except in years <= N-4 (warning).

**Operational programme (EMFF)**

- OP EMFF (12664) – Validation rule 2.24.2 now only applies when Union Priority measure 1b is greater than zero.

  - 2.24 - validate the EMFF co-financing rate in the Financing Plan by Union Priority and Union Priority Measure used in the Programme (8.2) (error). In order to determine it is used check if a SpecificObjectiveMeasure is used in section 3.3 and then relate to UnionPriorityMeasureEmff and UnionPriorityEmff. Union Priority 3 Measures 2 and 3 are a special case since they relate to the same SpecificObjectiveMeasure in section 3.3 and they are not obliged to use them both in 8.2. So, for them the validation result is only a warning:
    - Union Priority 1, Measure 1: equals 50% (error)
    - Union Priority 1, Measure 1b: If > 0 then between 20% and 75% (error)
    - Union Priority 1, Measure 2: between 20% and 75% (error)
    - Union Priority 2: between 20% and 75% (error)
    - Union Priority 3, Measure 1: between 79.999% and 80% (error)
    - Union Priority 3, Measure 2: between 89.999% and 90% (warning)
    - Union Priority 3, Measure 3: between 69.999% and 70% (warning)
    - Union Priority 4: between 20% and 85% (error)
    - Union Priority 5, Measure 1: If > 0 then equals 100% (error)
    - Union Priority 5, Measure 2: equals 100% (error)
    - Union Priority 5, Measure 3: between 20% and 75% (error)
    - Union Priority 6: If > 0 then between 20% and 75% (error)
    - Technical Assistance: between 20% and 75% (error)

**Operational programme (IPACBC)**

- OP IPACBC (12487) – The bug related to the flag for Covid-19 minor and major amendment changes due to CRII+ has been fixed.

**Rural development programme (EAFRD)**

- RDP EAFRD (12643) – The warning message for validation rule 011 referred to chapter 14.2 instead of 14.1.2. This has now been fixed.
Annual Implementation Report (EAFRD)

- AIR EAFRD (12676) – In validation rule 250, the output’s definition was wrong for comparison with table T24N. This has been fixed.

Quarterly declaration of expenditure (IPA-RD)

- DOE IPA-RD (12374) – In the search screen, filtering by version did not work for 2020Q4. This has now been fixed.